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"Why does the value of my garden keep going down", "Why does the price always go down for plants?" 
"Will it ever go up?" "Wow I can withdraw $100 a day? Should I invest that 5BNB?!" 

 

These are the questions I always get, and they are all interesting in their own right...So let's explore a little of what's going on. Both 
the Piggy Bank and Drip Garden work on the same principles. Locked-stakes aside, they are almost identical. 

 

The most important thing to remember about these is they use their respective in-game currencies, Piglets/Truffles in the Piggy 
Bank and Plants/Seeds in the Garden. USD have no value in-game. Plants or Piglets have no value anywhere aside from in-game. 
They have a fixed exchange rate to their in game counterparts, Seeds and Truffles. These do have a value and that value is fixed 
at 1/2,592,000th of a Plant/Piglet. 

 

To keep things as simple as possible let us focus on the Garden, and just Seeds & Plants. 

 

1 Plant = 2,592,000 Seeds 

1 Plant produces 86,400 Seeds per 24hr period. This is where the 3.33% per day comes in, What's 30*86,400? You got it! 
2,592,000. 

1 Plant makes 1 Plant every thirty days, so 3.33% a day. 

 



 

The reason the Plant/Seed value diminishes over time is that it works very much like blue chip stocks (NYSE/TSX/Bond markets), 
where the Market Cap is the Stock Price multiplied by the number of shares in circulation. In crypto, this is simply the number of 
tokens is multiplied by the token price. 

If you try to envisage these products in the same way you will understand. 

 

Every time someone compounds, the number of plants/seeds increases. If we look at the TVL or Contract Balance as the 
Marketcap it becomes very obvious that the more Plants/Seeds in the system and the more the market cap diminishes, the less 
valuable the in-game asset becomes. The less valuable they become, the less LP they can be exchanged into on the way out. 

For example, if there's $1m in TVL and 1m Plants inside the entire garden including everyone, then the Plants are worth $1each 
and the seed -since it's fixed, is one 2,592,000th of a dollar. On the other hand, if there's $800,000 in TVL and 1.2m plants then 
each is worth $0.66. 

I have kept the numbers straightforward to make the calculations easier to grasp but that's the most basic way to understand it. 
When more TVL is added, what is often referred to as decay, actually slows down. The ratio of capital vs plants is increased, and 
thus, so do rewards. 

 

Rewards are also affected by LP price. When the Drip price rises, the DripBUSD price also rises, and the value at which the 
Plants/Seeds can be exchanged for increases. The same is true in reverse. If the Drip price falls then the LP value falls and value 
of the rewards also dips. 

 

In a perfect scenario with rising TVL and rising Drip price, rewards will be high. These are perfect opportunities to take some profits. 



 

Conversely, when Drip price is falling and TVL is falling, then rewards will be low. This is perfect time to accumulate more plants. 

 

Hope you enjoyed the above and we will update you shortly on more content hopefully on a weekly basis or as needed! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

LINKS FOR TOOLS:  

 

Charts: 

• https://drip-scan.netlify.app/garden  

• https://dune.xyz/crypto586/GARDEN  

• https://drip.formulate.finance/status/  

• https://drip.formulate.finance/garden/  

• https://charts.bogged.finance/?c=bsc& 

• https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/  

• https://defi-buddy.com/       

• https://www.rpearce63.me/ 
 

DRIP GARDEN GAME! 

• https://dripgarden.farm/  

 

 

 

YOUTUBE CHANNELS (MORE TO BE ADDED) 

• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbL28v1H9bBMoJ1wLtrTmNw 
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• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbptdgV4C-1WkfuAHiCkVzA 

• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW2kIwAquQA1aj28X3iStYA 
 

THE ANIMAL FARM/GARDEN REFERRAL 
If you like what you see and found this to be helpful in any way shape or form, please be sure to sub to my channel and use the referral below 
for either the animal farm for the garden or joining my drip faucet! I will be updating this content as we go and adding more to it! 

• https://theanimal.farm/referrals/0x51Ec0630E4145B174bF52a572ec9eC7d9509F672 

• https://drip.community/faucet?buddy=0x51Ec0630E4145B174bF52a572ec9eC7d9509F67 

CONTACT 

Be sure to reach out to me via Telegram at @gotmygat, or on Discord at gotmygat#5938. You are also free to find me on YouTube (link above 
also) at Fenix Defi. Thank you so much for taking the time to read the information sheet! 
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